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“Japan and NATO are partners,” Shinzo Abe told the North Atlantic Council in January 2007 in what became the first address delivered by a Japanese head of government to the top decision-making body of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization. “We have in common such fundamental values as freedom, democracy, human rights and the rule of law. It is only natural that we cooperate in protecting and promoting those values.” The address came just a month after Prime Minister Abe elevated the Defense Agency to ministry status and made international peace cooperation activities one of the two pillars of the Self Defense Forces’ duties with the other being territorial defense.
The timing of the speech, however, was not strategically right. After the failure to garner support from France and Germany for its invasion of Iraq in 2003, the United States began to stress the need to transform “static alliances” into “dynamic partnerships,” as was expressed in the 2006 Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR). This was, in essence, an idea to turn NATO into a militarily useful and politically more obedient coalition of the willing. The concept of a “NATO Global Partnership” was introduced in line with this US intention. In a Foreign Affairs article titled “Global NATO” (September/October 2006), the current US Permanent Representative to NATO Ivo Daalder and political scientist James Goldgeier further developed the idea and argued that NATO should be transformed into a global democratic bloc by extending membership to such democratic states as Japan and Australia.

The concept of Global NATO put on alert America’s NATO allies other than Britain concerned about the unilateralism of the Bush administration. Delivered in this context, Abe’s address to seek partnership with NATO was also listened to with suspicion. NATO members took it as reflecting Japan’s determination to consolidate the US-proposed Global NATO, with Japan preparing to dispatch the SDF at a moment’s call to assist US forces.

Against this background, European NATO members have been developing a comprehensive strategy. In the Comprehensive Political Guidance (CPG) endorsed in November 2006, NATO mapped out a broad approach to crisis management that involved a wide range of options, including conflict prevention, peace enforcement, stabilization and post-conflict reconstruction. The CPG document also sets out enhanced NATO cooperation with non-member states as well as international, civilian and non-governmental organizations. The advent of the Obama administration, which unlike the previous administration emphasizes cooperation with European allies, has provided a boost to NATO’s quest for the broad approach.

For Japan, there are at least two merits in enhancing cooperation with NATO. Firstly, NATO’s comprehensive strategy fits Japan, which has refrained from making active military contributions under the pacifist Constitution, better than cooperation under the Japan-US alliance alone. Caught in a dilemma of
“security” and “reconstruction,” Japan has often been unable to come up with effective measures for international peacebuilding. Partnership with NATO may open up opportunities for Japan to play a more effective role. Financial assistance and the dispatch of civilians to the NATO/ISAF-assisted Provincial Reconstruction Teams are already such examples.

Secondly, cooperation with NATO members, with which Japan shares such fundamental values as democracy, rule of law and human rights, will provide Japan with a valuable opportunity to learn about a multilateral security framework. Japan has little experience in institutionalized multilateral security cooperation other than with the United Nations. At a time when there is a greater need for cross-border cooperation to meet global challenges, enhancing cooperation with a coalition of democracies will offer Japan useful experience and lessons as it promotes multilateral cooperation in diverse Asia.

NATO’s transformation from a military alliance to a hybrid crisis management organization provides Japan with an opportunity to expand cooperation with European partners with whom Japan shares the fundamental values of freedom and democracy. This cooperation should start with nonmilitary areas, in which Japan has experience, and then gradually develop into military areas as well.
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